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Sources
Concise Islam is a book that introduces Islam in a non-”politically correct”
way. It is available here: hellish2050.com
The Abrogated Koran shows the abrogated verses crossed out, key verses
colour coded by category, and the chapters are arranged in reverse
chronological order. In other words, the most relevant chapter is read first.
It is available here: hellish2050.com
Letter From Generals https://www.valeursactuelles.com/politique/pourun-retour-de-lhonneur-de-nos-gouvernants-20-generaux-appellentmacron-a-defendre-le-patriotisme/
Daily Mail: French generals who called for military rule if President
Macron cannot stop 'Islamists' from 'disintegrating society' will be
punished, government declares
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9514863/Twenty-retiredFrench-generals-call-MILITARY-RULE-country.html
Jihad Watch: France: Macron threatens to ‘punish’ generals who signed
open letter warning of ‘radical Islam’ stoking ‘civil war’
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/04/france-macron-threatens-to-punishgenerals-who-signed-open-letter-warning-of-radical-islam-stoking-civil-war
France 24: Ex-generals face sanctions after they warn of 'civil war' in
France
https://www.france24.com/en/france/20210428-ex-generals-sparkbacklash-as-they-warn-of-civil-war-in-france
Jihad Watch: France: Interior Minister says ‘French Muslims are the first
to fall victim to Islamists’
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/05/france-interior-minister-saysfrench-muslims-are-the-first-to-fall-victim-to-islamists
Daily Mail: Majority of French voters AGREE with generals who
threatened a coup if Macron cannot stop 'Islamists from disintegrating
society' - after 18 officers were fired over letter
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9529841/Majority-Frenchvoters-AGREE-military-chiefs-threaten.html
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Chronology
The list of Jihadi attacks in France since 2012. Finally, the veteran soldiers
have had enough, they write a letter to the government, warning that a
civil war is likely to happen. And are condemned for doing so!
15/03/12

Two soldiers in uniform murdered and one seriously injured
by an Jihadi in Montauban.

19/03/12

Jihadis murdered 4 in a school in Toulouse.

07/01/15

Jihadi attack on Charlie Hebdo, Paris.

09/01/15

Jihadi attack against a Jewish supermarket, Paris.

26/06/15

Jihadi beheads a man near Lyon. The attack using gas
cylinders fails.

21/08/15

Jihadi with automatic weapons opens fire on passengers on
a train. Passengers subdue him. 5 injured.

13/11/15

Jihadi attacks (shootings and suicide bombs) in Paris killing
130, including at the Bataclan theatre.

13/06/16

Jihadi stabs a police officer and his wife in their home in
Magnaville. On orders of ISIS to kill unbelievers. As
commanded in the Koran.

14/07/16

Jihadi using a vehicle to ram people in Niece. Killing 86 and
434 injured.

03/02/17

Jihadi with a machete attacked guards near the Louvre. One
was injured and the Muslim was shot dead.

20/04/17

Jihadi with an assault rifle killed a police officer and injured
others in Paris.

23/03/18

Jihadi using guns and a vehicle killed 4 in Aude.

12/05/18

Jihadi with a knife killed 1 and injured 4 in Paris.

11/12/18

Jihadi with a gun and knife killed 5 in Strasbourg.

24/05/19

Jihadi using a bomb injures 13 in Lyon.

03/10/19

A radicalized admin worker at the Paris police HQ stabbed 4
to death using a ceramic knife.
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03/01/20

Jihadi stabs 3, killing 1 at Villejuif, Paris.

04/04/20

Jihadi asylum seeker stabs 7 killing 2 at Romans-sur-Isère

27/04/20

Jihadi rams police officers seriously injuring 3 at Colombes.

25/09/20

Jihadi stabs 2 people at the former office of Charlie Hebdo.

16/10/20

A school teacher Samuel Paty is beheaded near Paris. He
allegedly showed a cartoon to his class.

29/10/20

Three people killed and several injured by stabbing in a
Roman Catholic basilica in Niece. One was beheaded.

21/04/21

Letter from 20 generals and 1000+ soldiers was published.
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Introduction
France is in turmoil, under pressure from Islam. Unfortunately the
president and those in government seem incapable of getting a grip on the
situation, as it deteriorates.
The transition from a secular democracy, with values of "Liberté, Egalité,
Fraternité", to a Sharia controlled totalitarian state is proving to be a
painful experience. There are those who seek to halt and indeed to reverse
the impending disaster. If they fail, the traditional way to resolve the
matter is through a civil war. Given the relative age ranges, and the
determination to succeed of the Muslim population compared to the nonMuslim population, it may well be that such a war would be won by the
Islamic side. That such a civil war is likely can hardly be disputed. And it
should not need to be stated but probably must: the act of pointing out
that a civil war may happen is not at all the same as calling for such a war
to happen. Indeed, anyone whose aim was to initiate such a war would
surely not wish to alert their opponents to the possibility, by pointing out
that it may occur.
Following years of attacks in France by Muslims upon non-Muslims, a letter
was written by a significant group of mainly retired military personnel.
They included 20 generals, around 100 officers, and around 1000 other
personnel. These are people who have served France, putting their own
lives at risk. The letter clearly demonstrates that they are concerned for
the wellbeing of France and for the safety and freedom of French citizens.
The French government has responded, not as any reasonable organisation
would, by taking the concerns seriously, and drawing up a plan to address
the matter. Instead, the government has implied that these courageous
patriotic soldiers are seditious! Those who signed and were still serving
have been rapidly expelled. Surely it is those in government, who have
encouraged Islam to expand in France, who are the ones guilty of sedition?
How can any problem, in any field, be solved, if the person bringing the
unhappy news that a problem exists is dismissed? The letter was published
on the Valeurs Actuelles website. It is reproduced here in French, and a
translation into English is given. The date on the website is 21 April 2021.
As the letter points out, France is in serious difficulty. The reaction by
President Macron and by government ministers clearly indicates that the
current government is incapable of addressing the seriousness or the
urgency of the threat. If this failure continues then civil war does seem
highly probable.
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Islam Will Dominate The World
...if we fail to act NOW!
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Letter From Generals
Source: https://www.valeursactuelles.com/politique/pour-un-retour-delhonneur-de-nos-gouvernants-20-generaux-appellent-macron-a-defendrele-patriotisme/
« Pour un retour de l’honneur de nos gouvernants » : 20 généraux
appellent Macron à défendre le patriotisme
À l'initiative de Jean-Pierre Fabre-Bernadac, officier de carrière et
responsable du site Place Armes, une vingtaine de généraux, une centaine
de hauts-gradés et plus d'un millier d'autres militaires ont signé un appel
pour un retour de l'honneur et du devoir au sein de la classe politique.
Valeurs actuelles diffuse avec leur autorisation la lettre empreinte de
conviction et d'engagement de ces hommes attachés à leur pays.
Monsieur le Président,
Mesdames, Messieurs du gouvernement,
Mesdames, Messieurs les parlementaires,
L’heure est grave, la France est en péril, plusieurs dangers mortels la
menacent. Nous qui, même à la retraite, restons des soldats de France, ne
pouvons, dans les circonstances actuelles, demeurer indifférents au sort de
notre beau pays.
Nos drapeaux tricolores ne sont pas simplement un morceau d’étoffe, ils
symbolisent la tradition, à travers les âges, de ceux qui, quelles que soient
leurs couleurs de peau ou leurs confessions, ont servi la France et ont
donné leur vie pour elle. Sur ces drapeaux, nous trouvons en lettres d’or
les mots « Honneur et Patrie ». Or, notre honneur aujourd’hui tient dans la
dénonciation du délitement qui frappe notre patrie.
– Délitement qui, à travers un certain antiracisme, s’affiche dans un seul
but : créer sur notre sol un mal-être, voire une haine entre les
communautés. Aujourd’hui, certains parlent de racialisme, d’indigénisme
et de théories décoloniales, mais à travers ces termes c’est la guerre raciale
que veulent ces partisans haineux et fanatiques. Ils méprisent notre pays,
ses traditions, sa culture, et veulent le voir se dissoudre en lui arrachant
son passé et son histoire. Ainsi s’en prennent-ils, par le biais de statues, à
d’anciennes gloires militaires et civiles en analysant des propos vieux de
plusieurs siècles.
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– Délitement qui, avec l’islamisme et les hordes de banlieue, entraîne le
détachement de multiples parcelles de la nation pour les transformer en
territoires soumis à des dogmes contraires à notre constitution. Or, chaque
Français, quelle que soit sa croyance ou sa non-croyance, est partout chez
lui dans l’Hexagone ; il ne peut et ne doit exister aucune ville, aucun
quartier où les lois de la République ne s’appliquent pas.
– Délitement, car la haine prend le pas sur la fraternité lors de
manifestations où le pouvoir utilise les forces de l’ordre comme agents
supplétifs et boucs émissaires face à des Français en gilets jaunes
exprimant leurs désespoirs. Ceci alors que des individus infiltrés et
encagoulés saccagent des commerces et menacent ces mêmes forces de
l’ordre. Pourtant, ces dernières ne font qu’appliquer les directives, parfois
contradictoires, données par vous, gouvernants.
Les périls montent, la violence s’accroît de jour en jour. Qui aurait prédit il
y a dix ans qu’un professeur serait un jour décapité à la sortie de son
collège ? Or, nous, serviteurs de la Nation, qui avons toujours été prêts à
mettre notre peau au bout de notre engagement – comme l’exigeait notre
état militaire, ne pouvons être devant de tels agissements des spectateurs
passifs.
Aussi, ceux qui dirigent notre pays doivent impérativement trouver le
courage nécessaire à l’éradication de ces dangers. Pour cela, il suffit
souvent d’appliquer sans faiblesse des lois qui existent déjà. N’oubliez pas
que, comme nous, une grande majorité de nos concitoyens est excédée
par vos louvoiements et vos silences coupables.
Comme le disait le cardinal Mercier, primat de Belgique : « Quand la
prudence est partout, le courage n’est nulle part. » Alors, Mesdames,
Messieurs, assez d’atermoiements, l’heure est grave, le travail est colossal ;
ne perdez pas de temps et sachez que nous sommes disposés à soutenir les
politiques qui prendront en considération la sauvegarde de la nation.
Par contre, si rien n’est entrepris, le laxisme continuera à se répandre
inexorablement dans la société, provoquant au final une explosion et
l’intervention de nos camarades d’active dans une mission périlleuse de
protection de nos valeurs civilisationnelles et de sauvegarde de nos
compatriotes sur le territoire national.
On le voit, il n’est plus temps de tergiverser, sinon, demain la guerre civile
mettra un terme à ce chaos croissant, et les morts, dont vous porterez la
responsabilité, se compteront par milliers.
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Les généraux signataires :
Général de Corps d’Armée (ER) Christian PIQUEMAL (Légion Étrangère),
général de Corps d’Armée (2S) Gilles BARRIE (Infanterie), général de
Division (2S) François GAUBERT ancien Gouverneur militaire de Lille,
général de Division (2S) Emmanuel de RICHOUFFTZ (Infanterie), général de
Division (2S) Michel JOSLIN DE NORAY (Troupes de Marine), général de
Brigade (2S) André COUSTOU (Infanterie), général de Brigade (2S) Philippe
DESROUSSEAUX de MEDRANO (Train), général de Brigade Aérienne (2S)
Antoine MARTINEZ (Armée de l’air), général de Brigade Aérienne (2S)
Daniel GROSMAIRE (Armée de l’air), général de Brigade (2S) Robert
JEANNEROD (Cavalerie), général de Brigade (2S) Pierre Dominique
AIGUEPERSE (Infanterie), général de Brigade (2S) Roland DUBOIS
(Transmissions), général de Brigade (2S) Dominique DELAWARDE
(Infanterie), général de Brigade (2S) Jean Claude GROLIER (Artillerie),
général de Brigade (2S) Norbert de CACQUERAY (Direction Générale de
l’Armement), général de Brigade (2S) Roger PRIGENT (ALAT), général de
Brigade (2S) Alfred LEBRETON (CAT), médecin Général (2S) Guy DURAND
(Service de Santé des Armées), contre-amiral (2S) Gérard BALASTRE
(Marine Nationale).
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Translation of Letter
The article above, including the letter, has been translated into English
using Google Translate. Note that this automatic translation process may
not be perfect, however the overall meaning is clearly intelligible.
Translation:
“For a return of the honor of our rulers”: 20 generals call on Macron to
defend patriotism
At the initiative of Jean-Pierre Fabre-Bernadac, career officer and manager
of the Place Armes site, around twenty generals, a hundred senior officers
and more than a thousand other soldiers signed an appeal for a return
honor and duty within the political class. Current values disseminates, with
their authorization, the letter imbued with conviction and commitment
from these men attached to their country.
Mister President,
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Government,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The hour is serious, France is in peril, several mortal dangers threaten her.
We who, even in retirement, remain soldiers of France, cannot, in the
current circumstances, remain indifferent to the fate of our beautiful
country.
Our tricolor flags are not just a piece of cloth, they symbolize the tradition,
down through the ages, of those who, whatever their skin color or faith,
have served France and given their lives for it. On these flags we find in
gold letters the words "Honor and Fatherland". However, our honor today
lies in the denunciation of the disintegration which strikes our homeland.
- Discrimination which, through a certain anti-racism, is displayed with a
single goal: to create on our soil unease, even hatred between
communities. Today some speak of racialism, indigenousism and decolonial
theories, but through these terms it is racial war that these hateful and
fanatic supporters want. They despise our country, its traditions, its
culture, and want to see it dissolve by taking away its past and its history.
Thus they attack, through statues, ancient military and civilian glories by
analyzing words that are centuries old.
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- Discrimination which, with Islamism and the suburban hordes, leads to
the detachment of multiple plots of the nation to transform them into
territories subject to dogmas contrary to our constitution. However, every
Frenchman, whatever his belief or his non-belief, is at home everywhere in
France; there cannot and must not exist any city or district where the laws
of the Republic do not apply.
- Discrimination, because hatred takes precedence over brotherhood
during demonstrations where the authorities use the police as proxy
agents and scapegoats in the face of French people in yellow vests
expressing their despair. This while undercover and hooded individuals
ransack businesses and threaten these same law enforcement agencies.
However, the latter only apply the directives, sometimes contradictory,
given by you, the rulers.
The perils are mounting, the violence is increasing day by day. Who would
have predicted ten years ago that a professor would one day be beheaded
when he left college? However, we, servants of the Nation, who have
always been ready to put our skin at the end of our engagement - as our
military state demanded, cannot be passive spectators in the face of such
actions.
It is therefore imperative that those who run our country find the courage
to eradicate these dangers. To do this, it is often enough to apply existing
laws without weakness. Remember that, like us, a large majority of our
fellow citizens are overwhelmed by your dawdling and guilty silences.
As Cardinal Mercier, Primate of Belgium, said: "When prudence is
everywhere, courage is nowhere." So, ladies and gentlemen, enough
procrastination, the hour is serious, the work is colossal; do not waste time
and know that we are ready to support policies which will take into
consideration the safeguard of the nation.
On the other hand, if nothing is done, laxity will continue to spread
inexorably in society, ultimately causing an explosion and the intervention
of our active comrades in a perilous mission of protecting our civilizational
values and safeguarding our compatriots on the national territory.
As we can see, there is no more time to procrastinate, otherwise,
tomorrow the civil war will put an end to this growing chaos, and the
deaths, for which you will bear the responsibility, will number in the
thousands.
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The signatory generals:
General de Corps d'Armée (ER) Christian PIQUEMAL (Foreign Legion),
General de Corps d'Armée (2S) Gilles BARRIE (Infantry), General of Division
(2S) François GAUBERT former Military Governor of Lille, General of
Division (2S) ) Emmanuel de RICHOUFFTZ (Infantry), Division General (2S)
Michel JOSLIN DE NORAY (Marine Troops), Brigadier General (2S) André
COUSTOU (Infantry), Brigadier General (2S) Philippe DESROUSSEAUX de
MEDRANO (Train), Air Brigade General (2S) Antoine MARTINEZ (Air Force),
Air Brigade General (2S) Daniel GROSMAIRE (Air Force), Brigadier General
(2S) Robert JEANNEROD (Cavalry), Brigadier General ( 2S) Pierre Dominique
AIGUEPERSE (Infantry), Brigadier General (2S) Roland DUBOIS
(Transmissions), Brigadier General (2S) Dominique DELAWARDE (Infantry),
Brigadier General (2S) Jean Claude GROLIER (Artillery), Brigadier General
( 2S) Norbert de CACQUERAY (Directorate General of Armament), Brigadier
General (2S) Roger PRIGEN T (ALAT), Brigadier General (2S) Alfred
LEBRETON (CAT), General Doctor (2S) Guy DURAND (Army Health Service),
Rear Admiral (2S) Gérard BALASTRE (Navy).
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Reported in the UK Mainstream Media
Daily Mail: French generals who called for military rule if President
Macron cannot stop 'Islamists' from 'disintegrating society' will be
punished, government declares
Twenty retired generals, as well as serving officers, signed the ferocious
rebuke. Incendiary letter claims France at risk of 'disintegration' at 'hands
of Islamists'. Defence Minister Florence Parly warned 'these are
unacceptable actions'. She added that those serving officers who signed
letter would be disciplined.
By ROSS IBBETSON and DANYAL HUSSAIN and SOPHIE TANNO FOR
MAILONLINE and AFP PUBLISHED: 27 April 2021
Emmanuel Macron has threatened to punish generals who signed an open
letter warning that the country is heading for 'civil war' because of radical
Islam. Twenty retired generals, as well as several serving soldiers, signed
the letter which warned that failure to act against the 'suburban hordes' - a
reference to the predominantly immigrant population of the housing
estates which surround French cities - will lead to deaths 'in the
thousands.'
The government strongly condemned the letter, which was published on
the 60th anniversary of a failed coup d'etat by generals opposed to France
granting independence to Algeria.
'These are unacceptable actions,' Defence Minister Florence Parly said
Monday, adding that serving military members had flouted a law requiring
them to remain politically neutral. 'There will be consequences, naturally,'
Parly said, adding that she had instructed the army chief of staff to
discipline them.
The open letter, published in Valeurs Actuelles, a right-wing magazine,
claims a military coup might be necessary to stop a 'civil war' in France.
Despite condemnation from the government and left-wing parties, Marine
Le Pen hailed the letter which was signed by 80 officers, as well as the 20
generals.
Continue:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9514863/Twenty-retiredFrench-generals-call-MILITARY-RULE-country.html
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Macron Threatens To Punish Generals
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/04/france-macron-threatens-to-punishgenerals-who-signed-open-letter-warning-of-radical-islam-stoking-civil-war
Published 29 April 2021. Quote:

France: Macron threatens to ‘punish’ generals who signed
open letter warning of ‘radical Islam’ stoking ‘civil war’
APR 29, 2021 9:00 AM BY CHRISTINE DOUGLASS-WILLIAMS
France24, reports that 25 generals signed the document, not 20. More
from the France24 report:
“The hour is grave, France is in peril,” the retired generals wrote, adding
that failure to act against the “suburban hordes” — a reference to
residents of the mainly immigrant areas that ring French cities — and other
unnamed groups who “scorn our country” will lead to “civil war” and
deaths “in the thousands”.
Anadolu News Agency stated:
The signatories of the letter went beyond the 25 retired generals. It
included “more than 1,000 officials of different rank and files in the
military, police and gendarmerie” who stated that they cannot remain
“indifferent” and “passive spectators” under the current circumstances
Tensions kept rising in France between mainstream France and
mainstream Muslim groups, and now comes the letter by the generals in
an effort to steer France back to its fundamental values.
It was the beheading of school teacher Samuel Paty that caused an
awakening in France. French citizens witnessed mainstream Muslim groups
and leaders express some regret about Paty’s murder, but many also
added that Paty should not have insulted Muhammad. The French were
not willing to tolerate any “but” in this context; nor should they have done
so. The condemnation of Paty’s murder should have been unequivocal. No
hint of justification was acceptable. But instead, multitudes of Muslims
from France, Pakistan and across the Islamic world justified his murder,
some more tacitly and some blatantly.
Following Paty’s murder (as well as revelations about the horrific and
shocking
circumstances
around
it,
involving schoolchildren and
even relatives), the French government heightened its crackdown on
15

“Islamic separatism.” In response, the Muslim lobby in France and beyond
retaliated by accusing the French government of being “Islamophobic.”
Condemnation came from as far away as Egypt, where the renowned Al
Azhar in Cairo condemned Macron’s plan for fighting “Islamic
separatism” as an “explicit call for racism and hate.” Macron came out in
defense of the “right to blaspheme.” In Britain, the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Justin Welby, also supports this right to blaspheme.
In any Western society, there is no room to accommodate any religion that
violates the tenets of a free society. The freedom of speech is a
cornerstone of any free society. And in any Western society, one can easily
see that there are no religions except Islam that persistently and
relentlessly attack this freedom, taking their fight all the way to the United
Nations. That’s because offending Islam is a crime under the Sharia — a
law that is at odds with otherwise universally accepted principles of human
rights. “Islamophobia” initiatives from mainstream Muslim groups are
intended to put a stop to any speech that may be offensive to Islam and
Muslims.
See HERE for background about France
“French generals who called for military rule if President Macron cannot
stop ‘Islamists’ from ‘disintegrating society’ will be punished, government
declares,” by Ross Ibbetson, Danyal Hussain and Sophie
Tanno, MailOnline, April 27, 2021:
“Emmanuel Macron has threatened to punish generals who signed an open
letter warning that the country is heading for ‘civil war’ because of radical
Islam.
Twenty retired generals, as well as several serving soldiers, signed the
letter which warned that failure to act against the ‘suburban hordes’ – a
reference to the predominantly immigrant population of the housing
estates which surround French cities – will lead to deaths ‘in the
thousands.’
The government strongly condemned the letter, which was published on
the 60th anniversary of a failed coup d’etat by generals opposed to France
granting independence to Algeria.
‘These are unacceptable actions,’ Defence Minister Florence Parly said
Monday, adding that serving military members had flouted a law requiring
them to remain politically neutral.
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‘There will be consequences, naturally,’ Parly said, adding that she had
instructed the army chief of staff to discipline them.
The open letter, published in Valeurs Actuelles, a right-wing magazine,
claims a military coup might be necessary to stop a ‘civil war’ in France.
Despite condemnation from the government and left-wing parties, Marine
Le Pen hailed the letter which was signed by 80 officers, as well as the 20
generals.
‘I invite you to join us in taking part in the coming battle, which is the battle
of France,’ she wrote in a response to the letter.
Le Pen was widely criticised by her opponents on both the left and right for
her overtures to the soldiers behind what the left-wing daily Liberation
described as a ‘call to sedition’.
The lead signatory was Christian Piquemal, 80, who commanded the
Foreign Legion before losing his privileges as a retired officer after being
arrested while taking part in an anti-Islam demonstration in 2016.
It was written by Jean-Pierre Fabre-Bernadac, a former officer, and signed
by 1000 others who were in lower ranks…..
Comments:
Viktor Smith (Ex-Christi@n) says Apr 29, 2021 at 9:54 am
Tough times are ahead! Lets hope Marine Le pen triumphs next election….
We need to fight Sh@ria L@w at any cost!
Exiles says Apr 30, 2021 at 3:27 am
There is another problem. How many countries will actually support France
in a civil war and how many countries(including Western ones) will boycott
them and accuse them of Islamophobia?
Mohini says Apr 29, 2021 at 10:00 am
I hope France is saved. But it does not seem likely. Even Marine Le Pen
doesn’t have the power to deport the Muslim citizens of France. They’ll
stay in France with zero French values, and poison the beautiful country
from within.
JCA Reid says Apr 29, 2021 at 10:50 am
Speaking the Truth in France is now – officially – a Criminal Act!
Islam is Radical. FULL STOP. Carl Jung, the psycho-analyst, described Hitler
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as a “modern day Mohammed.” So that makes Mohammed a 7th. Century
Hitler! How can anyone follow & endorse Mohammed’s conduct of being:
a mass murderer, rapist, Slaver, paedophile, necrophile, bandit, liar & a
plagiarist to boot, as being exemplary conduct to emulate?
Wellington says Apr 29, 2021 at 10:54 am
It may have to come to military rule in France and other Western nations,
though it certainly would be a drastic measure, but Islam is so awful and
Western politicians so weak and foolish (many corrupt too) that there may
be no other option eventually. I take no pleasure in indicating what I just
have but Islam is a cancer in any Western society and the greater the
percentage of Muslims in a Western society the more problems that
society is going to have because Islam is not just another religion but a
profoundly supremacist, intolerant, violent and ungrateful ideology that
simply cannot co-exist with true democracy. Islam is awful and
appeasement of Islam is awful. I strongly recommend that any Western
nation proceed from these premises and act thereafter accordingly. Were
this to occur, military rule could be discounted. If not, well then…..
Infidel says Apr 29, 2021 at 11:36 am
Wellington, you beat me to it! I too think that France needs a military coup
and someone like Cardinal Richelieu to totally run things single-handedly,
and crack down on muslims bigly! Start w/ all those jihadists, and then
introduce in schools curricula that describe islam and its history as it really
was. Make national heroes out of Charles Martel, if he’s not already! Make
life for muslims so miserable that they’ll take the reverse trip across the
Mediterranean to Algeria and Tunisia, where the authorities can determine
their threat levels and incarcerate them accordingly or release them into
the general population. Oh, and bring back the guillotine for those who
absolutely refuse to leave! It’s time for a new constitution, and a Sixth
Republic!
Wellington says Apr 29, 2021 at 11:52 am
Yes, Infidel, a Cardinal Richelieu type would arguably do nicely and
extolling someone like Charles Martel would be a signal (more signals
would be needed of course) to Muslims that France is done appeasing
them. Muslims who don’t like this can choose from over fifty majorityMuslim nations to emigrate to.
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gravenimage says Apr 29, 2021 at 5:23 pm
With all respect, I think that the French should elect Marine Le Pen.
Besides all the other harm this would do, the idea that a dictator would
necessarily be anti-Jihad seems pretty questionable.
Wellington says Apr 29, 2021 at 7:13 pm
I agree, gravenimage, that the “civilian route” is far preferable. But what if
Le Pen turns out to be another BoJo and a military figure would truly
understand the menace which is Islam. Which do you prefer under this
scenario?
gravenimage says Apr 30, 2021 at 1:50 pm
I hope it does not come to this, Wellington–although it is a concern. But as
I noted, the idea that a dictator is necessarily going to be an Anti-Jihadist is
pretty iffy–certainly, this has not been the case with authoritarian figures
like Putin, Duterte, Chavez, and others. And as bad as things are in the
West now, imagine our having to face down Islamophilic dictators? Far
from throwing out our freedoms to fight Islam, one of the main reasons I
oppose Islam is because I so value our freedoms that Islam would destroy.
This *is* worth fighting for as I see it.
mortimer says Apr 29, 2021 at 11:40 am
Politely disagree. Military rule will not stop jihadism. It will only create
more perceived ‘victims’. The French army failed against jihadism in
Algeria, because they didn’t understand what it is. All French military and
police commanders should be reading Robert Spencer’s excellent books
concerning jihad and the missing historical origins of Islam. This is an
IDEOLOGICAL war and the only effective way to fight it is IDEOLOGICALLY.
Wellington says Apr 29, 2021 at 11:59 am
Agreed, mortimer, if the French military learns nothing from their “Algerian
experience.” But a proper understanding of Islam plus military rule would
be something far different, though I hope it doesn’t have to come to this.
Politicians arising in Western European nations who are similar to those in
Eastern European nations (e.g., Orban of Hungary) would be more than
enough I should think but I see few on the horizon. The multi-centuries
take on Islam that it is inimical to Western Civilization must manifest itself
again. The Islamic world must understand that the West once more knows
what Islam is really about and that it seeks to make all of the world part of
the dar al-Islam with no dar al-harb left at all.
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Infidel says Apr 29, 2021 at 3:36 pm
In Algeria, French were occupying a muslim country, whose people wanted
independence. That’s not analogous to the current situation, where
muslims from North Africa and elsewhere are occupying France. Mortimer
is wrong as usual: reminds me of Bush’s first ‘viceroy’ in Iraq J Paul
Bremmer
BlackSabbath says Apr 29, 2021 at 1:50 pm
Mortimer, You could be more wrong, but it is hard to imagine how. Real
wars are not fought ideologically. Tanks, fighter jets, navy ships, special
forces, and cyber operations are required to deal with Islam which has
been in war with France and with rest of the Europe since its inception.
There is nothing one can do to change mind of a jihadi. A bullet gets in the
brain of a jihadi much more efficiently than a logical argument. I stand by
military generals of France.
Infidel says Apr 29, 2021 at 3:39 pm
Real wars are fought physically (as well as now in Cyber) but the will to
fight them has ideological underpinnings that have to be recognized by any
side that wants to win
Keys says Apr 29, 2021 at 4:09 pm
I think your point here, Black Sabbath, can not be denied. This a both/and
war. It must be fought ideologically and militarily, if necessary. So, peace
through strength, yes, but being strong is useless if one has cancer. Work
out all your want, but that won’t cure the cancer within, which is best
attacked as early as possible, and not without discomfort. Does anyone
doubt that if Hitler had won WWII that he certainly would have
exterminated every Jew in the world? Could the Spaniards of the 15th
century have expelled the Muslims from “Al-Andalus” without military
might? Ferdinand forced all Muslims in Castile and Aragon to convert to
Catholicism or be expelled, but the west has no supreme Monarchs. Today
Western countries can not expel Muslims due to religious freedom laws.
And so the cancer spreads. Muslims should never have been allowed in,
but they are here. The French Muslims for the most part are not
integrating, not accepting French law over Sharia, so these Generals are
very realistic. Attacks on their ideology is not likely to convince most of
them. Very difficult for a Muslim since birth to go against the word of Allah
and Mohammad. So, if the military must get involved, perhaps, like in 15th
century Spain, some Muslims will stay because they are willing to accept
and live with (or hide in) the culture and laws of France rather than be
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expelled. But the future for France, on the current course, will result in
Muslims taking the democratic vote. Muslims have used hijra to conquer
since the time of Mohammad as JW posters well know. And the war of
Ideology is even more critical for convincing non-Muslims about the
malicious, destructive nature of Islam for freedom loving peoples. Thanks
to Robert Spencer for his mission here.
gravenimage says Apr 29, 2021 at 5:26 pm
The ideology of the fighters *can* make a difference. Many times a
superior military force has been defeated if the fighters are not very
committed. You are right that Jihadists are not apt to change their minds,
though–they are committed to the savagery of Islam.
mortimer says Apr 29, 2021 at 11:33 am
No one in France seems to know what to do about the growing radicalism
of Muslim youth. Many are descended from Muslim soldiers from Africa
who fought for France in WWI and WWII. They cannot be deported, but
they will not stop their jihad. What should be done. The retired generals
think in terms of a military solution, but the problem here is not a military
problem or just a crime problem. This is an IDEOLOGY problem and
NOTHING is being done to dissuade Muslims to abandon the ideology. The
only truly EFFECTIVE way to dissuade Muslims from JIHAD is to
demonstrate to them that the SOURCE MANUAL of JIHAD (the Koran) is
NOT OF DIVINE ORIGIN. Once Muslims see the Koran is of HUMAN ORIGIN,
they stop being jihadists immediately.
James Lincoln says Apr 29, 2021 at 4:53 pm
mortimer, Do you really think that a hard-core jihadist like Boston
Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev could be deprogrammed out of
islam – just by showing him that the koran it is of human origin? Right now
he’s in ADX Florence, Colorado. Give it a try, and let us all know how you
make out…
gravenimage says Apr 29, 2021 at 5:27 pm
Good question, James. I have asked Mortimer before how many Muslims
he himself has “deprogrammed”, and he has always sidestepped this
question.
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Keys says Apr 29, 2021 at 5:45 pm
JL, I hope mortimer does not personally attempt to deprogram Tsarnaev,
even if lessons are given while this angry killer is in a Hannibal Lecter cage.
We need mortimer.
Infidel says Apr 29, 2021 at 6:26 pm
No we don’t. We should send him to one of those SuperMax facilities that
holds our prized jihadists, so that he can deprogram them by convincing
them that the Quran is of human origin, and tells us how he did it. That
would be a better use of his time than posting inane banalities here and
abusing regular posters who either make jokes or sometimes express
justifiable outrage at the latest incident of abduction, rape or murder by
jihadists
gravenimage says Apr 29, 2021 at 6:35 pm
Mortimer is very knowledgeable about the texts, tenets, and history of
Islam, and this is indeed *very* important here. I think he is very misguided
in his belief that Muslims can easily be “deprogrammed”–but God knows I
don’t want to see any harm come to him from violent Jihadists.
James Lincoln says Apr 29, 2021 at 8:26 pm
I was being facetious in order to make a point, Keys…
Infidel says Apr 29, 2021 at 9:56 pm
I don’t wish Mortimer harm. But if he’s gonna keep claiming every day that
muslims can be deprogrammed, or condemn innocuous posters on
what he perceives as offensive, reacting almost like muslims would, he
needs to be called out on it, and challenged to put his money where his
mouth is. B’cos all he is doing is encouraging people to tone down their
attacks on muslims, when it needs to be toned up!
gravenimage says Apr 29, 2021 at 11:16 pm
I knew that, James.
gravenimage says Apr 29, 2021 at 11:17 pm
I take your point, Infidel.
Check Burry says Apr 30, 2021 at 7:24 am
On release he will say “I have changed my views” Lyin toerag
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DavidR says Apr 29, 2021 at 2:29 pm
Blasphemy laws are one of the few avenues for poor people to exert power
over another human being. That’s why they’re so popular in places like
Pakistan. Some petty squabble, envy, spite, religious bigotry, etc. can hide
behind the generic and unimaginative accusations; “she burned pages of
the Quran”, ” he offended the feelings of Muslims”, “they insulted the
Prophet”, “that father with the pretty young girls recited the Quran out of
context making it appear to be a violent religion that wants everybody else
enslaved and subjugated to Muslims and so his daughters should be taken
and married off to me”.
gravenimage says Apr 29, 2021 at 5:30 pm
David–with all respect–the implication that blasphemy laws are always
used by the poor is mistaken. In fact, it is impoverished Infidels who are
most often victimized under such laws. I very much agree with the rest of
your post, though.
tim gallagher says Apr 29, 2021 at 4:33 pm
These former military leaders speaking up against Islam and what it has
brought to France is great news. Macron’s attempt to shut down the truth
telling is pathetic and cowardly. His attitude must be, hey, let’s ignore the
unpalatable truth for a while longer and bullshit to ourselves that
everything is just fine. France is in big trouble because any country that lets
the Muslims grow to over 8% of their population is in big trouble. Maybe
when you get substantial figures like these former military leaders
speaking up and telling the truth about the Muslim invaders, enough of the
French people might be waking up to make France follow the Hungarian
policy towards stinking Islam and show zero tolerance towards the barbaric
Muslims. It would be great if Le Pen could gain power. Maybe she could do
the right types of things. Macron obviously wants to stick his head in the
sand for a while longer. Macron probably plans to piss off to some other
country when things get really bad with the Muslim invading scum and
desert the French people. It is always good to hear reports like this about
people, such as these former military leaders, waking up to Islam’s
loathsome nature and the danger it represents..
roger Woodhouse says Apr 29, 2021 at 5:01 pm
The masses here in the UK know little or nothing about Christianity so they
just ‘assume ‘that Islam is just another religion to be ‘ignored’ This is the
result of our secular education and the massive ‘liberalising’ and dumbing
down in general of all things re. our national heritage. There is little or
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nothing on the horizon that would make me optimistic for the future. It will
take a threat of civil war to wake the people of this country. They have
been brainwashed by our leftwing media to the point that they would fight
to defend ‘Islams right to exist’ in Britain no matter what evil it promotes.
James Lincoln says Apr 29, 2021 at 8:33 pm
roger Woodhouse says, “There is little or nothing on the horizon that
would make me optimistic for the future.” That is, indeed, beyond tragic
roger…
JamesC, says Apr 30, 2021 at 12:00 am
That Britain is no longer subject to the EU is some comfort, though not
much. We now have more freedom than we did to refuse to take in hordes
of rapefugees – if only the politicians would wake up! Matters could be
vastly better – but they could be even worse. My sincere apologies to
anyone out there who thinks Brexit was a mistake. I’m not trying to start a
fight about the desirability of being in the EU.
gravenimage says Apr 30, 2021 at 1:53 pm
I agree, James.
Aussie Infidel says Apr 30, 2021 at 12:13 am
Roger, It’s not secularism (the separation of religion from the affairs of
state) that’s at fault – unless you are one of those people who think that
you can’t be good unless you believe in God. Secularism guarantees
individuals freedom of religion; but that right is being undermined by many
devout Christians who for their own selfish reasons, don’t agree with that
Constitutional protection. They believe that everyone should adopt their
particular faith. And their opposition to secularism has left the door open
for the Muslims to do the same – which they are pursuing with a
vengeance. I would go so far as to claim that the guarantee of religious
freedom (as it is currently worded) built into Western Constitutions is the
greatest problem we have created. Protection of all religions without
qualifications, makes it almost impossible to rein in the excesses of
religions like Islam. I have many friends here in Australia who are former
Brits (I even married one), and generally they all share the same views.
Many of them also left Britain because of the deterioration of the
communities in which they once lived, that was caused by Muslims. Little
did they realize that the problems would soon follow them here. I agree
with you that it will probably take a threat of civil war to really wake the
people up. The problem in education is the removal of subjects like history
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and geography from the curriculum, and their replacement with subjects
like environmental issues, gender studies and the Left’s version of human
rights. And here in Australia (until very recently), any attempt to include
secular ethics in lieu of religious instruction in schools (for those students
whose parents prefer it), has been opposed tooth and nail for decades by
the Christians. In other words, the vacuum created by increasing
secularism, has erroneously been replaced by Leftist indoctrination – and I
suspect it is much the same in other parts of the Western world.
gravenimage says Apr 30, 2021 at 1:55 pm
Aussie Infidel, where are Christians demanding theocracy?
gravenimage says Apr 29, 2021 at 5:12 pm
France: Macron threatens to ‘punish’ generals who signed open letter
warning of ‘radical Islam’ stoking ‘civil war. Just appalling targeting of
French patriots. And here I thought that Macron was waking up to the
threat of Islam.
Infidel says Apr 29, 2021 at 6:32 pm
I have more faith in Mohammed bin Salman having woken up to the threat
of islam than I have in Macron. The other day, I saw something on YouTube
where MbS has issued a farman (edict) requiring schools in Saudi Arabia to
teach Saudi kids about other cultures and religions, making English
compulsory and teaching some basic concepts about Buddhism and
Hinduism. This is huge, particularly for Saudi Arabia I do know that RS
predicted that countries like KSA and UAE may be relaxing islam now but
may tighten it again under some future ruler, and I don’t disbelieve him.
But MbS seems to have a hold on his country that rivals that of Stalin, Tsar
Peter the Great or Erdogan, and can do whatever he feels like. On top of
that, age is on his side. Given enough time and assuming that his power
doesn’t fade, he is probably capable of bringing a permanent change to
Saudi Arabia by which it would be impossible to revert to its Wahabi past
gravenimage says Apr 29, 2021 at 6:39 pm
Infidel, Stalin and Erdogan have not been particularly good for their
nations. And Saudi Arabis is one of the most horrifying Shari’ah states in
the world–I think most of these reforms under MbS are pretty much skin
deep and largely for foreign consumption. I would like to be wrong, of
course.
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Infidel says Apr 29, 2021 at 7:04 pm
Graven, I was referring to the unchallenged power that Stalin and Erdogan
had in their countries, not whether they were good for their countries.
MbS has something very close, but is different that he may well change his
country for the better. You’re right about Saudi Arabia, but internally,
there’s no reason for MbS to introduce the type of changes I described
above as far as international perceptions go. Particularly since even the US
now has a government that would be just fine w/ jihadist setups anywhere.
But he seems to recognize that his country might either run out of oil
altogether, or that even if it stays, its market price will fall so low that it
wouldn’t be worth drilling anymore. I do think that since the several
generations of Arabs did manage to obliterate their jahiliya history, he’s
now making them study other cultures and learn how to deal w/ the rest of
the world on their terms, since they won’t forever be able to keep lying on
the beaches and playing video games. Bottom line: I have little faith in the
Saudis, but I am impressed by MbS. And no, Khashoggi doesn’t obliterate
that.
gravenimage says Apr 30, 2021 at 2:06 pm
Infidel, I would be thrilled if Saudi Arabia becomes moderate–just not sure
I see that happening. I think more of this is for western consumption–like
his giant billboards in London, emblazoned with his face and “He is Bringing
Change to Saudi Arabia”.
Aussie Infidel says Apr 29, 2021 at 5:59 pm
This is what happens when politicians fail to protect their citizens – and
Western politicians everywhere have failed in their duty of care against the
intrusion of Islam into their communities. Military rule would be a drastic
step to take, and would curb many of the freedoms Westerners take for
granted, but infinitely better than civil war. But the military would need to
embark on a re-education campaign for all French citizens on the
unpalatable truths about Islam, and its doctrine of hatred and jihad against
all non-Muslims. All mosques should be closed, prayer gatherings banned,
and all imams deported. Military justice might also have to be
implemented against anyone who did not comply with orders. It seems as
if after decades of appeasement and abetting the Arab League by leaders
of the EU – particularly the French going all the way back to President de
Gaulle – that some degree of sanity is finally emerging. For the sake of
peace loving people everywhere, I hope Macron – and all other Western
leaders – heeds what that letter says, and he acts to prevent any civil war –
but I won’t be holding my breath.
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Walter Sieruk says Apr 30, 2021 at 12:13 am
The term that Macron used ”Radical Islam” isn’t that accurate . What
Macron referred to as “radical Islam” may be more actually defined as
“hard core non -watered down violent jihad Islam that is totally based on
the Qu‘ran. As seen in ,for example, Surah 2:191. 4:89. 5:33.. 9:5,111,112,
123. 47;4.
JCA Reid says Apr 30, 2021 at 8:43 am
Wakey, Wakey! Islam is at WAR with the Rest of Mankind. Our “Leaders”
are selling their Peoples & Countries into a Dystopian Nightmare. They
don’t care, as they’ will have died & the Future Generations will have to
deal with the cr*p they permitted to fester & take root, during their
tenure.
JollyMay says Apr 30, 2021 at 1:45 pm
The situation in France is this: French citizens will elect their president in
2022. Macron is preparing for this. But, last week, another Tunisian illegal
immigrant stabbed and killed a female secretary in a police station in
Rambouillet. Annoyed at this new bloody attack on France, and in
response, retired army officers published said call to Macron to react.
Macron is now accusing them falsely of calling for insurgency and
preparing a coup, threatens them with disciplinary sanctions, etc. I think
that Macron reacted impulsively. The French population overwhelmingly
sides with these army officers. Macron had better think twice before
punishing these army officers, it could cost him his seat in 2022.
peter says Apr 30, 2021 at 7:14 pm
I think all the media in the west including BBC, Aljazeera(middle east) and
American popular media will do their best to destroy Le Pen as they did to
Trump because the greatest threat to sovereignty of France does not
necessarily come from Jihadists but by the European Union which has been
an enabler of Jihadism. Le Pen shrewd as she is will make make sure that
France will pull out of European Union. I do not know if a military dictator
is elected, the European Union will recognize him. In either event, the first
step towards fighting Jihadism will be to pull out of European Union on the
lines of Brexit. It is more likely to happen with Le pen than with a military
dictator.
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Generals Face Sanctions
https://www.france24.com/en/france/20210428-ex-generals-sparkbacklash-as-they-warn-of-civil-war-in-france
Ex-generals face sanctions after they warn of 'civil war' in France
Issued on: 28/04/2021
Eighteen serving officers who signed an open letter warning about the risk
of "civil war" in France will face sanctions before a military council, the
chief of staff of the armed forces said Wednesday.
"Each one (will go) before a senior military council," General Francois
Lecointre told Le Parisian newspaper, and could be "delisted" or "put into
immediate retirement".
The open letter, published by right-wing magazine Valeurs Actuelles last
week, predicted that failure to act against "suburban hordes" -- or
residents of mainly immigrant suburban areas -- and other groups who
"scorn our country" will lead to "civil war" and deaths "in the thousands".
Prime Minister Jean Castex labelled the rare intervention in politics by
military figures "an initiative against all of our republican principles, of
honour and the duty of the army".
The main instigators of the letter are alleged to have ties to far-right, antiimmigration movements in France.
The first signatory, Jean-Pierre Fabre-Bernadac, once ran security in the
1990s for the National Front leader, the Canard Enchaine newspaper
reported.
Others include retired general Antoine Martinez, who founded
"Volontaires pour la France", a right-wing group committed to defending
"traditional French values".
The letter went on to say, "laxist" government policies would result in
chaos requiring "the intervention of our comrades on active duty in a
perilous mission of protection of our civilisational values".
(AFP)
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French Interior Minister Confused
The French Interior Minister appears to be confused about Islam. See this
article on the Jihad Watch website:
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/05/france-interior-minister-saysfrench-muslims-are-the-first-to-fall-victim-to-islamists
France: Interior Minister says ‘French Muslims are the first to fall victim
to Islamists’
MAY 2, 2021 3:00 PM BY ROBERT SPENCER
It would be interesting to see how Darmanin distinguishes Islamism from
Islam, and explains how the latter has ever existed without its political and
supremacist manifestations, but it is unlikely that he does so, or will be
asked to do so.
Jihadis justify violence and make recruits among peaceful Muslims by
claiming to be the exponents of authentic Islam. It will be interesting to see
if Darmanin, or Muslims in France, or anyone else comes up with any
comprehensive refutation of that claim, based on Islamic principles. There
have been some who have claimed to have provided that refutation,
but only did so by ignoring the existence of uncomfortable Qur’anic
passages. But in today’s world it is “Islamophobic” to notice such
unwelcome and uncomfortable facts.
Comments:
Raja says May 2, 2021 at 3:13 pm
For France it has been one step forward and two steps backward for quiet
some time, when dealing with Islam and its terror. Good luck to this
minister for attempting to separate Muslims from Islamists. How long will
these Leftists try to white wash Islam?.
Wellington says May 2, 2021 at 3:48 pm
“How long will these Leftists try to white wash Islam?”
As long as they remain Leftists, the answer to your depressing query is
“forever” since remaining a Leftist means you never learn how the world
really works. Leftists function in a false world as much as Muslims do. One
of several reasons, all rotten reasons, why Leftists and Muslims are allies.
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Majority of French Voters Agree
Daily Mail: Majority of French voters AGREE with generals who
threatened a coup if Macron cannot stop 'Islamists from disintegrating
society' - after 18 officers were fired over letter
Letter from 20 retired generals, and another 1,000 soldiers, published
Sunday. 18 serving soldiers have been sacked for signing letter which
threatened coup. But 58% of people polled by news channel LCI supported
letter, 42% opposed it. Even among Macron supporters, poll found that
46% supported the declaration.
By ROSS IBBETSON FOR MAILONLINE PUBLISHED: 30 April 2021
A majority of French voters have said they agree with the generals who
threatened a coup if Emmanuel Macron cannot prevent the rise of radical
Islam, according to new a poll.
Published last week in right-wing magazine Valuer Actuelles (Today's
Values), the explosive letter warned of the 'disintegration' of France
because of radical Islamic 'hordes' living in the suburbs.
More than 1,000 retired soldiers signed the letter, including at least 18
serving officers, who were condemned as 'absolutely revolting' by
Macron's top general.
But, in signs of a deepening chasm between the president and the
electorate, a new poll published by news channel La Chaîne Info has found
that 58 per cent supported the letter, while 42 per cent were opposed.
Among respondents who vote for Marine Le Pen's Rassemblement
National (RN) party the proportion of those who supported the letter rose
to 86 per cent. Among voters for the centre-right Les Républicains, 71 per
cent were in favour of the declaration, while even among supporters of
Macron's La République en Marche, 46 per cent backed the letter.
The lead signatory was Christian Piquemal, 80, who commanded the
Foreign Legion before losing his privileges as a retired officer after being
arrested while taking part in an anti-Islam demonstration in 2016.
It was written by Jean-Pierre Fabre-Bernadac, a former officer, and signed
by 1,000 others who were in lower ranks.
Continue:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9529841/MajorityFrench-voters-AGREE-military-chiefs-threaten.html
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Liberty, Equality, Fraternity
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/coming-to-france/francefacts/symbols-of-the-republic/article/liberty-equality-fraternity
A legacy of the Age of Enlightenment, the motto "Liberté, Egalité,
Fraternité" first appeared during the French Revolution. Although it was
often called into question, it finally established itself under the Third
Republic. It was written into the 1958 Constitution and is nowadays part of
the French national heritage. Linked by François Fénelon at the end of the
17th century, the notions of "liberty", "equality" and "fraternity" became
more widespread during the Age of Enlightenment.
At the time of the French Revolution, "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity" was
one of the many mottos in use. In a December 1790 speech on the
organization of the National Guards, Maximilien Robespierre advocated
that the words "The French People" and "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity" be
written on uniforms and flags, but his proposal was rejected.
From 1793 onwards, Parisians, soon to be imitated by the inhabitants of
other cities, painted the following words on the façades of their houses:
"Unity, indivisibility of the Republic; liberty, equality or death". But they
were soon asked to erase the phrase’s final part as it was too closely
associated with the Reign of Terror.
This motto fell into disuse under the Empire, like many revolutionary
symbols. It reappeared during the Revolution of 1848 marked with a
religious dimension: priests celebrated the "Christ-Fraternité" and blessed
the trees of liberty that were planted at the time. When the Constitution of
1848 was drafted, the motto "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity" was defined as
a "principle" of the Republic.
Discarded under the Second Empire, this motto finally established itself
under the Third Republic, although some people still objected to it,
including partisans of the Republic: solidarity was sometimes preferred to
equality which implies a levelling of society, and the Christian connotation
of fraternity was not accepted by everyone.
This motto was inscribed again on the pediments of public buildings on the
occasion of the celebration of 14 July 1880. It appears in the constitutions
of 1946 and 1958 and is today an integral part of our national heritage. It is
found on items used by the general public such as coins and postage
stamps.
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Letter From Serving French Soldiers
As reported on the Voice of America website:
https://www.voanews.com/europe/second-open-letter-french-soldierswarns-civil-insurrection
Quote:

Second Open Letter by French Soldiers Warns of Civil Insurrection
By Lisa Bryant May 10, 2021 12:28 PM
PARIS - Disquiet is growing within France’s military ranks, with the
publication of a second open letter — this time by serving soldiers —
warning growing Islamism, delinquency and violence threaten the
country’s very survival.
This latest open letter by members of France’s armed forces is making
headlines — and stirring debate. Like one last month signed by some 20
retired generals, it too warns of civilian insurrection — fueled, it claims, by
President Emmanuel Macron’s alleged concessions to fundamentalist
Islam.
But this newest missive, published late Sunday by right-wing magazine
Valeurs Actuelles, is from an anonymous group of solders currently serving
in the army. They describe serving in countries like Afghanistan and Central
African Republic—and losing friends in the fight against fundamentalist
Islam which they claim Macron is caving into at home.
The group endorses the earlier letter by the generals—and criticizes the
president for allegedly disrespected those officers. But it says the military
will maintain order in France, should civil war break out.
Macron’s government blasted the generals’ letter as defying Republican
principles and the army’s duty. It says its signatories will be punished.
Critics also include far-left leader Jean-Luc Melenchon. In remarks to
French media, he called for an investigation claiming the generals' letter
amounted to a call for a coup.
But a recent poll suggests the majority of French support that letter. An
online petition backing this latest letter by serving officers quickly got
nearly 1,000 signatories within hours. News reports suggest up to 2,000
French soldiers also back the generals' call.
So does the main opposition Far-right National Rally party.
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Leading National Rally politician, Thierry Mariani, told French radio
Monday the military are loyal to the country. The letters’ authors, he said,
were simply voicing today’s reality.
The letters come amid heightened concern about radical Islam here,
following a spate of terrorist attacks. Government legislation, aimed to
boost the anti-terrorism response and crack down on extremist groups, has
drawn criticism from the left for going too far— and the right for not going
far enough.
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The Letter by Serving Soldiers
Published here:
https://www.valeursactuelles.com/societe/exclusif-signez-la-nouvelletribune-des-militaires/
Quote:
[Exclusif] Signez la nouvelle tribune des militaires
Depuis quelques jours, la rumeur courait qu'une nouvelle tribune de
militaires allait être dévoilée. Émanant de militaires d'active, elle vient en
soutien à celle précédemment publiée sur le site de Valeurs actuelles. Ce
texte, qui circule déjà beaucoup et dont les médias se font l'écho, nous
avons décidé de le publier ce soir. Et de l'ouvrir, en bas de cette tribune, à
la signature des citoyens français qui le trouveraient à la hauteur des
enjeux qui sont les nôtres. Tout en continuant, avec une méthodologie
exigeante, à nous tenir à la disposition des professionnels des armées qui
souhaiteraient y prendre part. Comme la précédente, le but de cette
tribune n'est pas de mettre à mal nos institutions mais d'alerter sur la
gravité de la situation
Par https://www.valeursactuelles.com/historique/valeursactuelles-com
Publié le 9 mai 2021 à 22h18 Mis à jour le 10 mai 2021 à 22h12
Monsieur le Président de la République,
Mesdames et Messieurs les ministres, parlementaires, officiers généraux,
en vos grades et qualités,
On ne chante plus le septième couplet de la Marseillaise, dit « couplet des
enfants ». Il est pourtant riche d’enseignements. Laissons-lui le soin de
nous les prodiguer :
« Nous entrerons dans la carrière quand nos aînés n’y seront plus. Nous y
trouverons leur poussière, et la trace de leurs vertus. Bien moins jaloux de
leur survivre que de partager leur cercueil, nous aurons le sublime orgueil
de les venger ou de les suivre »
Nos aînés, ce sont des combattants qui ont mérité qu’on les respecte. Ce
sont par exemple les vieux soldats dont vous avez piétiné l’honneur ces
dernières semaines. Ce sont ces milliers de serviteurs de la France,
signataires d’une tribune de simple bon sens, des soldats qui ont donné
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leurs plus belles années pour défendre notre liberté, obéissant à vos
ordres, pour faire vos guerres ou mettre en œuvre vos restrictions
budgétaires, que vous avez salis alors que le peuple de France les
soutenait.
Ces gens qui ont lutté contre tous les ennemis de la France, vous les avez
traités de factieux alors que leur seul tort est d’aimer leur pays et de
pleurer sa visible déchéance.
Dans ces conditions, c’est à nous, qui sommes récemment entrés dans la
carrière, d’entrer dans l’arène pour avoir simplement l’honneur d’y dire la
vérité.
Nous sommes de ce que les journaux ont nommé « la génération du feu ».
Hommes et femmes, militaires en activité, de toutes les armées et de tous
les grades, de toutes les sensibilités, nous aimons notre pays. Ce sont nos
seuls titres de gloire. Et si nous ne pouvons pas, réglementairement, nous
exprimer à visage découvert, il nous est tout aussi impossible de nous taire.
Afghanistan, Mali, Centrafrique ou ailleurs, un certain nombre d’entre nous
ont connu le feu ennemi. Certains y ont laissé des camarades. Ils ont offert
leur peau pour détruire l’islamisme auquel vous faites des concessions sur
notre sol.
Presque tous, nous avons connu l’opération Sentinelle. Nous y avons vu de
nos yeux les banlieues abandonnées, les accommodements avec la
délinquance. Nous avons subi les tentatives d’instrumentalisation de
plusieurs communautés religieuses, pour qui la France ne signifie rien -rien
qu’un objet de sarcasmes, de mépris voire de haine.
Nous avons défilé le 14 juillet. Et cette foule bienveillante et diverse, qui
nous acclamait parce que nous en sommes l’émanation, on nous a
demandé de nous en méfier pendant des mois, en nous interdisant de
circuler en uniforme, en faisant de nous des victimes en puissance, sur un
sol que nous sommes pourtant capables de défendre.
Oui, nos aînés ont raison sur le fond de leur texte, dans sa totalité. Nous
voyons la violence dans nos villes et villages. Nous voyons le
communautarisme s’installer dans l’espace public, dans le débat public.
Nous voyons la haine de la France et de son histoire devenir la norme.
Ce n’est peut-être pas à des militaires de dire cela, arguerez-vous. Bien au
contraire : parce que nous sommes apolitiques dans nos appréciations de
situation, c’est un constat professionnel que nous livrons. Car cette
déchéance, nous l’avons vue dans bien des pays en crise. Elle précède
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l’effondrement. Elle annonce le chaos et la violence, et contrairement à ce
que vous affirmez ici où là, ce chaos et cette violence ne viendront pas d’un
« pronunciamento militaire » mais d’une insurrection civile.
Pour ergoter sur la forme de la tribune de nos aînés au lieu de reconnaître
l’évidence de leurs constats, il faut être bien lâche. Pour invoquer un devoir
de réserve mal interprété dans le but de faire taire des citoyens français, il
faut être bien fourbe. Pour encourager les cadres dirigeants de l’armée à
prendre position et à s’exposer, avant de les sanctionner rageusement dès
qu’ils écrivent autre chose que des récits de batailles, il faut être bien
pervers.
Lâcheté, fourberie, perversion : telle n’est pas notre vision de la hiérarchie.
L’armée est au contraire, par excellence, le lieu où l’on se parle vrai parce
que l’on engage sa vie. C’est cette confiance en l’institution militaire que
nous appelons de nos vœux.
Oui, si une guerre civile éclate, l’armée maintiendra l’ordre sur son propre
sol, parce qu’on le lui demandera. C’est même la définition de la guerre
civile. Personne ne peut vouloir une situation aussi terrible, nos aînés pas
plus que nous, mais oui, de nouveau, la guerre civile couve en France et
vous le savez parfaitement.
Le cri d’alarme de nos Anciens renvoie enfin à de plus lointains échos. Nos
aînés, ce sont les résistants de 1940, que, bien souvent, des gens comme
vous traitaient de factieux, et qui ont continué le combat pendant que les
légalistes, transis de peur, misaient déjà sur les concessions avec le mal
pour limiter les dégâts ; ce sont les poilus de 14, qui mouraient pour
quelques mètres de terre, alors que vous abandonnez, sans réagir, des
quartiers entiers de notre pays à la loi du plus fort; ce sont tous les morts,
célèbres ou anonymes, tombés au front ou après une vie de service.
Tous nos aînés, ceux qui ont fait de notre pays ce qu’il est, qui ont dessiné
son territoire, défendu sa culture, donné ou reçu des ordres dans sa
langue, ont-ils combattu pour que vous laissiez la France devenir un Etat
failli, qui remplace son impuissance régalienne de plus en plus patente par
une tyrannie brutale contre ceux de ses serviteurs qui veulent encore
l’avertir ?
Agissez, Mesdames et Messieurs. Il ne s’agit pas, cette fois, d’émotion sur
commande, de formules toutes faites ou de médiatisation. Il ne s’agit pas
de prolonger vos mandats ou d’en conquérir d’autres. Il s’agit de la survie
de notre pays, de votre pays.
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Translation of The Letter by Serving Soldiers
Using Google Translate, here is the letter in English:
[Exclusive] Sign the new military forum
For a few days, the rumor had been running that a new military platform
was going to be unveiled. Coming from active soldiers, it supports the one
previously published on the site of Current values. This text, which is
already circulating a lot and which the media echo, we have decided to
publish it this evening. And to open it, at the bottom of this platform, for
the signature of French citizens who would find it up to the challenges that
are ours. While continuing, with a demanding methodology, to make
ourselves available to military professionals who wish to take part. Like the
previous one, the purpose of this forum is not to undermine our
institutions but to alert people to the gravity of the situation.
By https://www.valeursactuelles.com/historique/valeursactuelles-com
Posted on May 9, 2021 at 10:18 p.m. Updated on May 10, 2021 at 10:12
p.m.
Mr. President of the Republic,
Ladies and Gentlemen, Ministers, Members of Parliament, General
Officers, in your ranks and qualities,
We no longer sing the seventh verse of the Marseillaise, known as the
“children's verse”. Yet it is rich in lessons. Let us leave it to him to lavish
them on us:
"We will enter the quarry when our elders are gone. We will find their dust
there, and the traces of their virtues. Much less jealous of surviving them
than of sharing their coffin, we will have the sublime pride of avenging
them or of following them ”
Our elders are fighters who deserve to be respected. These are for
example the old soldiers whose honor you have trampled on in recent
weeks. It is these thousands of servants of France, signatories of a platform
of common sense, soldiers who gave their best years to defend our
freedom, obeying your orders, to wage your wars or to implement your
budget restrictions, which you soiled while the people of France supported
them.
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These people who fought against all the enemies of France, you have
treated them as factious when their only fault is to love their country and
to mourn its visible downfall.
So it’s up to us, who recently entered the career, to step into the arena just
to have the honor of telling the truth.
We are what the newspapers have called “the fire generation”. Men and
women, active soldiers, of all armies and of all ranks, of all sensibilities, we
love our country. These are our only claims to fame. And if we cannot, by
law, express ourselves with our face uncovered, it is just as impossible for
us to be silent.
Afghanistan, Mali, Central African Republic or elsewhere, a number of us
have experienced enemy fire. Some have left comrades there. They offered
their skins to destroy the Islamism you are making concessions to on our
soil.
Almost all of us have known Operation Sentinel. We saw with our own eyes
the abandoned suburbs, the accommodation with delinquency. We have
endured the attempts to instrumentalize several religious communities, for
whom France means nothing - nothing but an object of sarcasm, contempt
and even hatred.
We marched on July 14th. And this benevolent and diverse crowd, which
acclaimed us because we are the emanation of it, we were asked to
beware of it for months, by forbidding us to circulate in uniform, by making
us potential victims, on a soil that we are nevertheless capable of
defending.
Yes, our elders are right about the substance of their text, in its entirety.
We see violence in our towns and villages. We see communitarianism
taking hold in public space, in public debate. We see hatred for France and
its history becoming the norm.
It may not be for the military to say that, you will argue. On the contrary:
because we are apolitical in our assessments of the situation, it is a
professional observation that we deliver. Because this decline, we have
seen it in many countries in crisis. It precedes the collapse. It announces
chaos and violence, and contrary to what you are asserting here and there,
this chaos and this violence will not come from a "military
pronunciamento" but from a civil insurrection.
To quibble about the shape of our elders' platform instead of
acknowledging the obviousness of their findings, you have to be cowardly.
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To invoke a duty of reserve badly interpreted in order to silence French
citizens, one must be very deceitful. In order to encourage senior military
officials to take a stand and expose themselves, before fiercely sanctioning
them whenever they write anything other than battle stories, you have to
be very perverse.
Cowardice, deceit, perversion: this is not our view of the hierarchy.
On the contrary, the army is, par excellence, the place where we speak
truthfully to each other because we commit our lives. It is this confidence
in the military institution that we call for.
Yes, if a civil war breaks out, the military will maintain order on its own soil,
because it will be asked to. This is even the definition of civil war. No one
can want such a terrible situation, our elders no more than us, but yes,
again, civil war is brewing in France and you know it perfectly well.
The cry of alarm of our Ancients finally sends back to more distant echoes.
Our elders are the resistance fighters of 1940, whom people like you very
often treated as factious, and who continued the fight while the legalists,
transfixed with fear, were already betting on concessions with evil to limit
the damage; it is the hairy of 14, who died for a few meters of land, while
you abandon, without reacting, entire districts of our country to the law of
the strongest; they are all the dead, famous or anonymous, fallen at the
front or after a lifetime of service.
All our elders, those who made our country what it is, who designed its
territory, defended its culture, gave or received orders in its language, did
they fight for you to let France become a failed state? , who replaces his
increasingly obvious sovereign powerlessness with a brutal tyranny against
those of his servants who still want to warn him?
Take action, ladies and gentlemen. This time it is not about custom
emotion, ready-made formulas or media coverage. It's not about extending
your terms or winning new ones. It is about the survival of our country, of
your country.
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France Should Have a Moratorium on Immigration
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/05/france-former-eu-brexit-negotiatorcalls-for-a-3-5-year-ban-on-immigration-due-to-jihad-terror

France: Former EU Brexit negotiator calls for a 3-5 year ban on
immigration due to jihad terror
MAY 15, 2021 BY CHRISTINE DOUGLASS-WILLIAMS
France is drowning in problems associated with the threat of jihad terror,
which escalated after the beheading of schoolteacher Samuel Paty because
he showed Muhammad cartoons to his class.
Recently, letters from retired and currently serving military personnel
warned France of an impending “civil war” if the country continues along
its current path.
Now in another warning, reminiscent of the American travel ban on several
Muslim and non-Muslim countries of concern, French politician Michel
Barnier, the European Union’s former chief Brexit negotiator, has stated
that “France should commit to a three to five-year moratorium on
immigration in light of problems such as terrorism.” That is, Islamic jihad
terrorism. Muslim countries are not specifically mentioned, but those have
been the countries of concern that have contributed to the terror threat in
France. Barnier went on to admit “that the country’s immigration system is
‘not working” and that the European Union’s common external border has
been reduced to a ‘sieve.'”
Needless to say, the “sieve” of France’s open borders is a boon for
jihadists.
Just in the last few weeks in France:
France: Over 1,000 illegal Muslim migrants on French anti-terror watch
list
France soldiers new letter says survival of nation at stake because of
macrons concessions to Islamism
France: Muslim migrant known to police shoots his wife, burns her alive
on public street
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‘One Mosque Is Erected Every 15 Days in France, While One Christian
Building Is Destroyed At the Same Pace’
Islamic Republic of Iran envoy found guilty of bomb plot at dissident
rally in France drops appeal
France: Interior Minister says ‘French Muslims are the first to fall victim
to Islamists’
France: Muslim who stabbed woman to death was in touch with projihad Islamic cleric
France: Protesters jeer at leftist politicians at rally for Jewish woman
murdered by Muslim who won’t be prosecuted
France: Macron threatens to ‘punish’ generals who signed open letter
warning of ‘radical Islam’ stoking ‘civil war’
France: Imam supports niqab ban, Muslims threaten to kill him, put a
bounty on his head
France: Teen gets death threats after defending Islam critic
France: Muslim migrant who stabbed police officer to death was
screaming ‘Allahu akbar’
“France Needs a 3-5 Year Moratorium on Immigration, Says Michel
Barnier,” by Kurt Zindulka, Breitbart, May 12, 2021:
France should commit to a three to five-year moratorium on immigration
in light of problems such as terrorism, the European Union’s former chief
Brexit negotiator has said.
French politician Michel Barnier admitted that the country’s immigration
system is “not working” and that the European Union’s common external
border has been reduced to a “sieve”.
Appearing on the France Télévisions public broadcaster on Monday,
Barnier said: “I try to look at the problems as they are, as the French
people experience them. I think that it is indeed necessary to take the time
for three or five years of suspended immigration.”
The former Brexit negotiator also called for the European Union’s internal
Schengen border system — once described as “effectively an international
passport-free zone for terrorists” by a former INTERPOL chief — to become
“more rigorous” in order to tackle issues of security and human trafficking
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and make increasing deportations of illegal migrants to their country of
origin easier.
“These are major projects to find solutions to this problem of immigration,
which does not work,” he said.
The so-called Free Movement migration regime within the EU was a central
issue in the Brexit campaign of 2016, with Leavers vowing to “take back
control” of Britain’s borders.
Strikingly, Mr Barnier’s proposal for a five-year immigration pause is similar
to ideas put forward by the United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP)
under then-leader Nigel Farage, who called for a five-year prohibition on
importing unskilled workers in the run-up to the 2016 EU Referendum.
In April, Michel Barnier warned that if French president Emmanuel Macron
fails to learn the lessons of Brexit — notably on issues such as mass
migration — then France could follow the United Kingdom’s lead and leave
the European Union.
“We can find, not just in the UK, but here in France, in the northern and
eastern regions… citizens who want to leave the EU,” he said.
The centre-right eurocrat launched a political faction in France in February,
opening the door for a potential run for the French presidency in 2022.
Barnier, who is currently on tour promoting his book, The Grand Illusion,
has been mooted as a possible presidential candidate for the Les
Républicains (LR) party.
Mr Macron, for his part, has seen his support in the polls eroded by the
populist right-wing leader of the National Rally (RN) party, Marine Le Pen,
who has been a vocal critic of mass immigration, particularly from Islamic
countries….
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Military Coup?
Here is an article in the Spectator:
John Keiger 2 May 2021
France’s military wages war on Macron’s values
On 21 April 1961 France’s most senior generals staged a putsch in French
Algiers, still an integral part of France. The military coup was in reaction to
the policies of the president of the Republic, General de Gaulle, and his
belated decision to abandon Algeria to independence. The generals felt
this betrayed their honour and that of their fallen comrades after seven
years of a bloody war against Algerian ‘terrorists’ to keep Algeria French.
Fast forward sixty years to 21 April 2021. Twenty retired generals (some
four-star), a hundred mostly retired senior officers and a thousand military
personnel signed a chilling letter in the right-wing French weekly Valeurs
actuelles addressed to the President of the Republic, the government and
parliamentarians. It appealed for ‘honour to be restored to our rulers’ and
warned of a ‘disintegration’ of French society as a result of government
policy: ‘… there is no time for prevarication, if not, tomorrow civil war will
put an end to the mounting chaos and the deaths, whose responsibility will
be yours, will be counted in their thousands.’ According to the organiser of
the letter the true number of signatories is 10,000.
This is more than just about France’s sluggish internal struggle against
Islamic terrorism. It is strident criticism of current French ‘values’ and what
it claims is the growing ‘laxism’ of the French political class that will
inexorably lead to ‘explosion’. Railing against ‘anti-racist’ values, whose
‘sole aim is to create on our soil ill-feeling, even hatred between
communities’, it fulminates against the ‘banlieues mobs’ who have created
no-go areas where dogma alien to France’s constitution flourishes. It is
chillingly evocative, in its rebuke of the political class, of General Challe’s
radio broadcast from Algiers following the 1961 coup.
At first there was silence by French authorities, partly out of
embarrassment that such a state of affairs should occur in an advanced
democracy.
Continue... https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/france-smilitary-wages-war-on-macron-s-values
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UK: Islam Takes Over the Royal Navy
Symbolism is highly significant. The Senior Service in the UK is the Royal
Navy. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Her_Majesty%27s_Naval_Service
The most significant monument of the Royal Navy is Nelson's Column in
Trafalgar Square. It commemorates the victory of Admiral Lord Nelson over
the combined fleets of France and Spain at the Battle of Trafalgar, 21 st
October 1805. The defeat of the Napoleonic navy put an end to the plans
to invade England. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Trafalgar
In May 2021, the message “EID MUBARAK” together with the Shahada
(declaration of faith, in Arabic) was projected onto Nelson's Column. The
Mayor of London Sadiq Khan sent a message of delight.
Symbolically the Royal Navy has now been taken over by Islam. Not yet
physically of course, that will take several more decades. However, the
territory has now been marked, in the same way that a dog urinates on a
lamp post, the message is very clear and unambiguous.
Today there is an ongoing invasion of the UK by mainly Muslim men of
fighting age, arriving in large numbers on our shores via rubber dinghies.
The Royal Navy appears to do very little to halt this invasion. Indeed, the
RNLI and Border Force vessels bring in these illegal immigrants into Dover
and elsewhere, after they have been escorted to mid-channel by French
patrol vessels. Admiral Lord Nelson would surely be turning in his grave.
The stated aim of Islam is that religion should only be for Allah:
Koran 9:29 Fight against such of those who have been given the Scripture
as believe not in Allah nor the Last Day, and forbid not that which Allah
hath forbidden by His messenger, and follow not the Religion of Truth,
until they pay the tribute [jizya] readily, being brought low.
See the Abrogated Koran. The PDF is a free download: hellish2050.com
And read Concise Islam, also available via this website.
Islam aims to take over the entire world, such that every country will be
controlled by Muslims. Christians and Jews may be permitted to continue
with their own religions, provided that they pay the jizya tax, as a sign that
they are subdued and feel themselves to be inferior. There is no secret that
the dominance of Islam is the aim and intention — Islam is supremacist
and totalitarian. It has been happening for 14 centuries and is ongoing.
Migration (Hijrah) is a core element of Islam, in fulfilment of the commands
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by their prophet Mohammed to spread Islam, by use of physical violence
when necessary, and by use of deceit. Traditionally the world is divided,
according to Islamic teachings, into Dar al-Islam (the land of Islam) and Dar
al-Harb (the land of war). Only after the countries in Dar al-Harb are
subdued in the name of Allah do they become Dar al-Islam. This Islamic
view of the world has been known among Western nations for many
centuries, until relatively recently (2001, following the 9/11 attack on the
USA), whereupon mainstream politicians in the West have utterly denied
this reality. They are all parroting the same lies, irrespective of whether
they are on the left or the right of the political spectrum. They blatantly
deceive the public regarding the existential threat from Islam itself.
The Royal Navy has the responsibility of carrying the UK Nuclear Deterrent.
Nuclear armed missiles are loaded on board submarines, which are
continuously deployed at sea. — always at least one nuclear-armed
submarine is on patrol.
If the current demographic trajectory continues, then at some point in the
latter half of this century there will very probably be a Muslim majority in
the UK. Calculating when exactly this may happen is not easy, because such
projections can only be based on current trends. Factors that cannot be
anticipated may intervene. However, depending on the scenario, the
Muslim majority in the UK may occur within the time period 2050 to 2070.
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Islam is already flexing its muscles, and there seems to be nobody in a
position of authority or influence to speak out against it. Islam is likely to
be in control of the UK well before Muslims becomes a majority.
Demographically they will be strong, forming the younger, more active part
of the population, while non-Muslims become older and less active.
The “point of no return” date, after which it becomes impossible to reverse
the Islamisation of the UK, is much more significant than the date when
Muslims form a majority. The “point of no return” seems to be when the
Muslim population reaches 22% or thereabouts. Depending on the
scenario, for the UK this may well be within the date range 2030 to 2040.
We are perilously close to this date, and it will take immense effort and
determination if we are to avert a tragedy. There is no time to waste.
In May 2019 I wrote to the then Defence Secretary Penny Mordaunt,
pointing out this threat, and furthermore that the UK must remove all of its
nuclear weapons well before the “point of no return” date. She did not
herself reply, however the Ministry of Defence (MoD) did reply and was
entirely dismissive that the problem even exists. The letters are
reproduced in the “Hellish 2050” book, chapter “MOD CAPITULATION”. The
PDF of this book is a free download: hellish2050.com
Here is the relevant extract from the letter sent by the MoD:
“As you will be aware there is no place in Britain for hatred against people
because of their race, gender, ethnic origin, faith, sexual orientation, age or
disability. We, therefore, draw your attention to the fact that this includes
anti-Muslim attacks, which are unacceptable in Britain, and that your
assertions based around the future demographics of our society are both
unfounded and unwelcome.”
The fact that Islam has now symbolically taken over the Royal Navy, by
projecting a totalitarian Islamic slogan onto Nelson's Column, should make
these concerns very real and urgent. The MoD has simply not understood
the scale or scope of the problem that we face from Islam itself. Or if it has
understood, it is being dishonest in denying that it exists. With parallels to
the denial by the police and prosecution authorities of Muslim rape gangs,
that for decades have been sexually abusing non-Muslim teenage girls.
Mostly white working class, but also including some Hindu and Sikh girls.
I do urge the government to recognise that there is a binary choice to be
made. There seems to be no rational third option available. Islam cannot
be compromised with:
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EITHER remove Islam from any position of influence within the UK,
and then strengthen the Armed Forces in order to defend against
countries such as France that are becoming increasingly dominated
by Islam. If France becomes controlled by Islam while retaining its
nuclear weapons, then it becomes a serious threat to the UK.



OR allow Islam to dominate the UK. However, if this option is
chosen, it is absolutely imperative that the UK removes all nuclear
weapons and all stockpiles of nuclear materials (such as 100
tonnes of Plutonium) from the UK, and send them to a relatively
safe country for dismantling and disposal. Otherwise, the UK will,
within the projected service life of such weapons, be controlled by
Islam. This is deadly serious.

It is imperative that the government makes a positive decision, either way.
And the government needs to clearly state to the public that such a
decision is being made on behalf of the voters. It is simply not possible that
matters can be allowed to drift as they currently are, with some vague
hope that it will all work out well in the end. This simply does not happen.
At no point in history has a country with an increasingly dominant Muslim
population been able to retain a cohesive, peaceful society. If you think
otherwise, please state which country or countries have achieved this.
Send me an email to: hellish2050@gmail.com with your answer!
The message “EID MUBARAK” and the Shahada (declaration of faith) were
projected onto Nelson's Column, in celebration of Eid in May 2021. The
Shahada, in English, states:
“I bear witness that none deserves worship except God, and I bear witness
that Muhammad is the messenger of God.”
In other words, this denies the Christian principles, specifically the belief in
the divinity of Jesus Christ. This message is subversive of the UK which is
built upon Christian foundations. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shahada
Islam is a violent supremacist ideology, which has a religious component.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/islam-101 The Royal Navy seems to have
given up on the task of protecting the UK from the threat of Islam. They
cannot even stop the rubber dinghies carrying thousands of fighting age
men every year, no doubt including many jihadis too, across the English
Channel! This is utterly shameful.
In France the military personnel, retired and current, can clearly see the
looming problem, which is bad enough already, and is likely to become
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many times worse. They state that thousands will be killed. No, it will be
millions murdered in the name of Allah. Think in terms of the Armenian
genocide, and also the millions of Hindus murdered when Islam entered
India. Islam does not change. It cannot, because nobody has the authority
to change even a single word in the Koran. The Koran is the instruction
manual for warfare and domination of every society that it encounters. It
never changes.
Will the UK military personnel have the courage to speak out in defence of
the UK from Islam, in the way that the French military personnel have
done? Time is very rapidly running out.
The main political parties, namely the Conservatives, Labour, Lib Dems,
SNP etc. are all pandering to Islam, as the Muslim vote becomes ever more
significant due to the demographic changes. Yet as we see in France, an
opinion poll shows that 58% of the people agree with the letter sent by the
French generals. It may be that the UK opinion % of the threat of Islam is
similar, if military veterans were to state it clearly and publicly. At the
moment For Britain is the only political party of any significance that is
properly registered with the Electoral Commission as a party able to
officially take part in elections, and that is clearly and unambiguously
opposed to Islam. Islam itself, not some wishy-washy terms such as
“Islamism” or “extremism”. The next election will de facto be a referendum
on whether the UK is to become an Islamic state or not. Vote wisely!
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Conclusions
The first letter sent by the veteran French soldiers clearly states the
problem. In summary the problems are:


France is in peril and time is rapidly running out.



The flag of France represents the honour of those who protect
France. Today it is honourable to denounce those who are causing
the disintegration of France.



Unease and hatred have been created on French soil. There is a
lack of respect for traditions.



Islamic territories have been created within France, which seem to
operate with their own laws, and not the laws of the Republic.



The authorities use the police as proxy agents and scapegoats in
the face of French people in yellow vests expressing their despair.



The perils are increasing, and even a school teacher has been
murdered in the name of Islam. Retired soldiers cannot sit back
and do nothing while this is happening.



The government must find the courage to address the problems,
often by applying existing laws with determination would help.
Doing nothing and remaining silent is the act of the guilty.



If nothing is done to address the problems, ultimately there will be
an explosion. At that point it would be a dangerous military
mission to regain civilisation from Islam.



Time has run out now. There is no time remaining to procrastinate.



Civil war will be the responsibility of the government of today,
which has done nothing effective to halt the problem.



Deaths will number in the thousands, according to the letter.
[More likely millions or tens of millions. Think in terms of the
Armenian genocide, or the Lebanese civil war.]

A relevant quote from the letter, that needs to be heeded:
As Cardinal Mercier, Primate of Belgium, said: "When prudence is
everywhere, courage is nowhere." So, ladies and gentlemen, enough
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procrastination, the hour is serious, the work is colossal; do not waste time
and know that we are ready to support policies which will take into
consideration the safeguard of the nation.
The response by the French government to the letter has been shameful.
Rather than properly understanding and replying to the valid points that it
has made, the government of France has condemned those who signed it
as subversives. However it is the government itself that is subversive, for
allowing Islam to take such a powerful and growing hold upon France.
Islam is completely incompatible with the traditional French values of
Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity. Just spend half an hour reading the Koran,
and you can quickly confirm this fact for yourself.
It is recommended that you read the “Abrogated Koran”. It is a free
download from website hellish2050.com
The response by the French public to the letter has been far more
encouraging. An opinion poll shows that 58% of the public agree with the
letter. Clearly it is the current French government that is completely out of
step with public opinion.
The situation does feel hopeless for France, and indeed for numerous
Western nations, including the UK, that have rapidly increasing Muslim
populations. However, the existence of the letter, and the encouraging
opinion poll, gives us cause for hope. Let us hope that the democratic
process can bring the election of a leader who understands the threat, and
has the courage to act. It could happen.

Vive la France! Vive la liberté!
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